
July 22, 2020 

 

Dear Marvin Ridge Families, 

We wanted to bring you more information as you consider 
the Plan B and Plan D options that UCPS has made 
available for the initial re-opening of schools for the 
2020-21 school year.  

Plan B is the hybrid school model of face-to-face and remote instruction and Plan D 
is the Virtual Academies.  We have received many inquiries regarding these 
options, and through this communication we have worked to address many of the 
questions we have received. 

We are excited to have the opportunity through the Plan B model to see our 
students face-to-face.  We have missed our students and are grateful that we will 
be able to see them, even if it is for a limited amount of time each week while we 
are in Plan B.  The in-person connection is so important for many of our students to 
be successful and we are excited to incorporate that at the start of the year.  We 
hope that trends will move in a direction that allows us to see our students more 
frequently in the near future.  

Our district also understands that some families may be hesitant to return to school 
at this point and so each school will also open a Plan D “Virtual Academy” that will 
allow students who cannot return to the building for medical reasons, or who may 
not be comfortable to return yet for various reasons, to continue to learn with us as 
a Marvin Ridge Maverick.  We will refer to the virtual model as MRHS Virtual 
Academy when it is discussed here. 

Safety and Health: Please know that for our students who will be physically 
coming to school, we will be following the numerous safety recommendations 
detailed for us by the State of NC. There are many safety and health guidelines and 
processes that will be put in place for our students and our staff.   We will be 
working to make our day as ‘normal’ as possible to allow for students to socially 
interact while adhering to social distancing guidelines.   As we get closer to school 
starting we will review specific procedures with our community, but do know that all 
students and staff will be screened upon entry and we will be requiring everyone to 
wear cloth face masks in accordance with our Governor’s orders.  We hope that 
you understand that this is to provide the safest experience for your student, other 
students, and our staff.  We are very grateful to our staff who will be working with 
our students to both provide instruction and facilitate this safe environment for our 
school.  



 
Students New to MRHS:  A special note to our rising 9th grade families and families 
new to MRHS-  We are excited to meet your students and to have them here at 
Marvin Ridge High School! In place of traditional face-to-face orientation sessions 
and tours, we are working on virtual orientation and virtual tour videos.  Please know 
that we will be taking special care this year to help our freshmen and new students 
acclimate to their new school and learn about the wonderful opportunities available to 
them at Marvin Ridge High School.  Please expect information on these virtual 
orientation opportunities to be communicated the week of July 27. 
  
Instruction in General:   UCPS released general statements about both Plan B 
(hybrid model of face-to-face and remote instruction) and Plan D (Virtual Academies). 
These plans will vary from school to school based on the needs of the community 
and courses offered.  We wanted you to know what we are envisioning for these 
plans here at Marvin Ridge.  Please understand that we will be working with teachers 
to get more specific in these plans and we will be working with teachers upon their 
return to work in August to make sure that they have the tools and training needed to 
make this an excellent learning experience.  
 
Last spring was certainly not what anyone expected and was more of ‘crisis 
instruction’ than what our students will experience this fall.  We feel that the district 
and state have removed many of our previous obstacles and for that we are grateful. 
Last spring we understand that it was frustrating for parents when the work was 
optional and deadlines were very fluid.  Please know that in both Plan B and Plan D, 
students will be following a normal grading policy and will have set due dates and 
times, just like when they are in school under normal conditions.  Our teachers will 
continue to be flexible with students when situations arise and flexibility is needed.  
  
Plan B or Plan D?  The answer to this question is certainly one that will be personal 
for each family, and it ultimately comes down to your timeframe for your student’s 
return to school.  If you know now that you will definitely not be sending your child 
physically back to the MRHS campus during first semester (August through 
December) or for the entire academic year, then you can and should sign up for the 
Plan D/MRHS Virtual Academy.  If you are unsure of what the timeline is for your 
student’s return to campus, and you may consider sending your student back earlier 
if conditions change, then you should sign up for Plan B and we will work with you 
regarding your return to school plan for your student.  If you are ready to send your 
children back now following the Plan B model of attending one assigned day per 
week, we are ready for them! If this is you, you will automatically be signed up for 
Plan B if you do not sign up for Plan D/Virtual Academy.  UCPS will provide more 
information regarding the system for assigning students to their day for face-to-face 
instruction very soon. 
  



Attendance Expectations:  Daily attendance will be taken in the Plan B design and 
courses, both for those who are assigned to be present in the class that day and for 
those are to be engaging with the class remotely from home.  Details of the 
attendance policy will be conveyed in future communications. 
  
What will instruction look like at MRHS this fall? Students will automatically be 
enrolled in Plan B unless they request Plan D (MRHS Virtual Academy).  This 
application is available through the UCPS website and through the links that have 
been emailed to families with a due date to select this option of Sunday, July 26.  Our 
Plan B (hybrid model of face-to-face and remote instruction) will be very different than 
last spring.  Each student will be assigned one day to come to school, but all students 
will be required to be ‘in class’ during the class period Monday through Thursday 
whether they are in school or at home that day. UCPS will provide information 
regarding the system for assigning students to their specific day of the week in the 
very near future.  Friday is a ‘remote’ day for all students where there will not be live 
instruction, in general, but students will be assigned required activities to do.  Monday 
through Thursday, MRHS teachers will be teaching all students, both those physically 
in their classroom that day and those students at home. Students can expect live 
instruction Monday through Thursday. This will entail a virtual meeting each day with 
a mixture of direct instruction, guided practice, collaborative activities, and 
independent work.  Teachers will expect students to be virtually present even when 
at home for the duration of this virtual meeting.  Teachers will provide more 
information to families at the start of the school year on the duration of 
these meetings.  Students will still need to follow the same schedule at home as they 
do at school (of course if there are unusual circumstances we will work with families). 
Our goal is also to have teachers record these meetings and make them available for 
on-demand access if a student needs to go back and watch something again on 
another day.  During the portion of the class period that is not ‘live’ students should 
be completing the independent or collaborative activities that the teacher has 
assigned.  We will now be using two-way video conferencing tools such as Microsoft 
Teams so that students who are at home will still be able to communicate with their 
teacher in class during the independent time. For the students physically at school 
that day, the teacher will be checking in with them on their academic progress and 
work completion, providing feedback, and of course get to know them better as a 
unique individual! 
  
Teachers will be able to share their screens, use two-way video conferencing, show 
their whiteboards, and so much more this year.  Student cameras will be enabled 
for instructional purposes.  

What will instruction be like in MRHS Virtual Academy (Plan D)? We will be 
working diligently to offer this option to our families now and in the future. 
According to UCPS guidelines, this option will provide courses that meet graduation 
requirements and a baseline of electives.  We will do our best to provide your 
students with MRHS teachers for their virtual classes. We won’t know what classes 



we will offer with our teachers until we know how many students request them. We 
will offer  ‘core’ classes and some electives. Where possible, we will offer truly 
virtual classes that are more flexible as to when work is completed during the day. 
This would be similar to a UCVirtual or NCVPS course if your child has taken those 
before.  This semester, in order to provide students with as many of their requested 
courses as possible, we will be using a combination of ‘virtual’ courses where there 
is flexibility in the student’s individual daily schedule, and ‘remote’ courses available 
as part of Plan B where students are expected to follow the actual school daily 
schedule while working from home.  In the MRHS Virtual Academy it may also be 
that students are assigned to a section of a UCVirtual course where their teacher is 
not a MRHS teacher.  Again, we cannot know those details until we see how many 
students sign up and the specifics of their course requests.  We will attempt to offer 
a good number of electives in the Virtual Academy, but we cannot guarantee that 
all electives can be offered.  We will work to provide variety in the levels and types 
of classes available to students through the Virtual Academy.  Since this is the first 
time we are offering a Virtual Academy we will be doing our best to meet the needs 
of all students, but it needs to be understood that all courses offered at MRHS may 
not be offered in this option each semester that a student is in this model.  We also 
will be refining how this Virtual Academy operates as we see what is most 
successful with the students who are in it. 

Students with Special Needs.  Students with special needs will continue to be 
served by MRHS teachers according to their IEP, LEP, or 504 plans.  We will continue 
to offer direct services and co-teaching if indicated by a student’s IEP plan.  We will 
continue to offer accommodations as indicated by a student’s plan.  Case managers 
will be in touch with parents in early August to discuss student schedules based on 
the option that parents choose.  

  

Further Questions? 

If you have additional questions, please contact the assistant principal for your family: 

Last Names A-G:  David Thomson (david.thomson@ucps.k12.nc.us) 

Last Names H-O:  Jamal McGee (jamal.mcgee@ucps.k12.nc.us) 

Last Names P-Z:  Nancy Claudio (nancy.claudio@ucps.k12.nc.us) 

 

Counselor Assignments for the 20-21 school year are as follows: 

Last Names A-C:  Laura Markstein (laura.markstein@ucps.k12.nc.us) 

Last Names D-I:  Margaret “Maggie” Trunk (margaret.trunk@ucps.k12.nc.us) 
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Last Names J-M:  Celestine Peters (celestine.peters@ucps.k12.nc.us) 

Last Names N-R, IB Jrs & Srs:  Jeff Shocki (jeff.shocki@ucps.k12.nc.us) 

Last Names S-Z:  Jeanette Beste (jeanette.beste@ucps.k12.nc.us) 

 

We look forward to partnering with you in the school year ahead! 

Sincerely, 

 

Donna Cook, Principal 
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